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 Dear Friends 

 

It is time once again to welcome you to the departmental magazine ‘Chokher Aloe – vision 

beyond’, a travel beyond the spectrum of what you see. The primary objective behind this 

magazine is only to give you scope to explore your thoughts which otherwise would remain 

unexplored. Every year at the beginning of academic session I tell my students about this 

magazine in expectation that you will grab this opportunity and start to pen your thoughts. 

Like always I have been rewarded. I have been surprised by the kaleidoscopic contributions 

made by you – from poetry to short story to savouring your taste buds. We have it all in this 

magazine. The beautiful photographs and sketches have left me spell bound. I congratulate 

you all and show my sincere appreciation for the effort you have made.  

 

I have always believed that for an undergraduate student the syllabus is just the beginning. It 

is a window to explore the myriad visions life offers. You must utilize this opportunity that 

three years of college life gives you. As your guide we would love to define new parameters 

that would help you to identify yourself as a responsible individual. These three years serve 

only as a frame through which we facilitate you to see the distant horizon. The magazine is 

one such area that can help you to understand your creative potential.  

 

This is our first attempt in creating an e -magazine. As the world is rapidly digitalising itself 

to suit the needs of the hour, we too have grabbed this opportunity to be a part of the digital 

world.  I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Prof. Rinjee Lama and Prof. Rajdeep 

Mondal for their herculean effort. Rajdeep, has helped me to design the cover page and as 

always I have been mesmerised by his sense of wisdom. Prof. Kakoli Sengupta and Prof. 

Somnath Bhattacharya burdened with another project of the department have also been 

supportive throughout.  

 

The Department of English remains ever grateful to our respected Principal Sir for his 

continuous support in all our endeavours. He always gave us patient hearing and addressed 

all our problems. Our warmest appreciation for all help we received from the President of 

Governing Body, Sri Asok Chaudhuri. He remains my guide and tutors any new enterprise I 

undertake. Without him my efforts remain incomplete. 

 

I thank you the most my dear students for your efforts and let me tell you that your smile at 

9:30 in the morning brightens my day. I love you all. I desperately miss the classroom 

converted to a fish market because of your shouting, laughter, fight and love. I pray to God 

that I get to see you again very soon. I also want to tell all passed out students I miss them. I 

miss their crazy ideas, I miss their misplaced thoughts, I miss their laughter. You all are like a 

breath of fresh air that rejuvenates me. You are always in my thought. 

 

Please – 

Stay safe. 

Stay indoors. 

Stay happy. 

 

Sriparna Dutta 

(Head, Department of English) 
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I SURMISE MY IRREFUTABLE LOVE 

I confess, I love you more than I let on. 

The way you love is very difficult to arrange but 

I hear you in my protracted thoughts. 

  

Before, I was a recluse, menacing in my own safe haven. 

Anticipating that love may step in someday; 

I frantically wanted a soul mate, 

Then I met you one day. 

Whenever I think about love, 

I see your face. 

Except you, I have nothing to see, 

But how can I convey that to you. 

You can see it in my eyes; I promise. 

Some hearts understand each other even in silence. 

Stillness is acquiescing. 

Listen, don’t gape and ogle like that; 

So that I have to cover myself up. 

 But that does not mean, you can gaze at someone else. 

Confiscate me, of your armour tight, 

I will not put up a fight, 

I will release my soul for you to find 

And make a meticulous assessment of my soul. 

 You will find love in my eyes, 

Breath- taking and exciting, 

The ardour between us burns like a wild power. 

My eyes find   your eyes so sensational 

Your eyes are like the eyes of cupid 

Your strokes of fondness so unconscientiously and tenderly expressed. 

 

Lock my eyes with yours, 

So that, I can see into your soul.  

You can also look at 

My soul, which, religiously, is yoursdesires only you. 

The soul, fortunately, has an interpreter; 

Often an unconscious but still a faithful interpreter in the eye. 

Kakoli Sengupta (Faculty, English Honours) 

 

Home 

 
They say home is where the heart is 

But the heart is like a fugitive on the run, 

Never staying at one place for long. 

 

So, where is home? 

Is it where I spent my childhood? 
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A place surrounded by love, 

A place surrounded by food, 

A place surrounded by aunties, uncles, cousins, 

A place that I now seldom visit? 

 

Or is home the first place I lived independently  

Without parental supervision? 

A place with best friends, 

A place where I did my laundry myself, 

A place where I dreamt of college, 

A place where life seemed endless. 

 

Can you call a hostel, home? 

It felt like home then. 

A place where I fell in love, 

A place where I learnt sisterhood, 

A place where I lost a friend, 

A place where life decisions were made. 

 

Can you call a city, home? 

Where life lessons were taught. 

A place where I turned thirty, 

A place where we built a lover’s nest, 

A place where I lost and found myself, 

A place that despite heartache, I still love. 

 

Is home where I am currently at, 

Socially distancing myself for the last four months? 

Or is home the one-bedroom kitchen  

That is waiting for my return? 

Home is not where the heart is, 

Home is all these places and more. 

Rinjee Lama (Faculty, Dept. of English) 

 

Womankind 

 

I lived in her lap forty long years, 

Some moments gleeful, some of tears. 

Breathed in my lungs her air of life, 

She provided food and cheerful rest, 

Made me aware of how to survive, 

Her nourishing care was like a nest. 

  

  

I sang with Her birds, played with Her horses, 

She provided me humble sun and the rains, 

Danced with Her serpent, played with her mosses, 

She taught me the way of healing my pains. 

Then, 

She felt that I had grown up, 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/rajdeep-mondal/womankind/361455347281152/
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Took away her love ,life became tough! 

  

  

But, someday I met a girl on the street, 

She was an anaesthetic visionable treat. 

She appeared as a fair piece of ice, 

Colour of her eyes, matched the skies, 

The endless course of her curly hair, 

Trying to collapse rills of Nile's flair. 

She walked on ground resembling heaven, 

She was to me the secret scroll of seven. 

I prayed to my Lords, prayed to her Gods, 

I got her clearing all the odds!! 

Didn’t know our Gods had a meeting, 

To decide the next of our fate setting.   

  

  

I moulded the way she wanted me to be, 

To give her joy, to make her happy. 

She wanted more and more amount of glee, 

I failed to eat from the Knowledgable tree! 

She was happy when demands were supplied, 

Still, she felt my inertia remained unapplied. 

Breaking all the bonds and she left!! 

Spent I sleepless nights and wept, wept. 

Oh Mother! I returned to lap of her, 

She busy with her other sons to care. 

I now decide to finish myself, 

Needed none to provide help!  

  

  

Suddenly, 

I thought of my darling Daisy! 

She’s a small doll, her innocence crazy. 

Realised my same blood flows in her veins, 

In her the success of my creation remains!! 

Loves she me more than anyone any day ever had, 

She is fast and nimble and calls me 'Dad '. 

So, 

I know she loves me and I too- 

Anything for her I'm prepared to do, 

I now want to become immortal for all the hours!! 

To bestow her goodfull beautitude by the showers. 

Rajdeep Mondal, (Faculty, Dept. of English) 
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The First Rain of Monsoon 

 

The clouds growing darker as the clock strikes the noontime, 

The last ray of the sun fades slowly within the skyline. 

As the monsoon breeze started splashing on one's face, 

It finally seems that monsoon is knocking at doorstep.  

As the rain slowly starts touching the soil, 

A pleasant smell of earth romanticize the soul.  

As city of joy receives first spell of rain, 

The greeneries  around seem to rejuvenate its state.  

The gloomy and thunderous sky with mystic vibe, 

Seems to add spontaneous charms to hectic life.  

Hereby time passes to meet the end of day, 

Yet vibes of relentless rain doesn't fade away.  

The tireless shower splashes with lanes brimming, 

And streets follow puddles an everywhere forming.  

While the evening is observed with deserted roads, 

For at early pace people prefer to get indoors.  

Thus an idle span of time soon follows up, 

As wetty evening soothes schedule of hectic life.  

While night making the sound of rain vibrant, 

A mysticism seems grasping heart at every moment.  

With rain the city is garmented in a temporary peace, 

As monsoon revitalizes   course of life with ease.  

 
Deblina Mishra, (3rd year, English Honours) 

 
-ANOTHER WAY- 

 

So the moral is, 

         springs are temporary and rain drops are also not permanent. 

But my companion,  

         we are still brave enough to fight against all the odds and norms in order to achieve our 

moment(s). 

Although, 

          I know, that I am not the only one who fails; 

 Still,  

        I certainly can assure you that I will be the last one who will be afraid to attempt. 

 

 

It does not matter how many times you fail or break; 

 

What really matters is what you learn from those. 

 

Though repetition of your attempts is well acceptable; 

 

But repetition of your known mistakes is not appreciable. 

 

Time and experience make the person; 
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Then take time, do mistakes. 

Deal with failures like a demon. 

 

Lastly remember one thing,  

To give up is not any option or any solution 

It is just the way to escape from your field. 

 

 Dalia Ghosh, (3rd year English Honours)  

 

Kavayah Kranti Darsinah 

An ethereal concoction of cumulonimbus 

Scapes the golden aura of the warm summer sun. 

Below, far below, where reason died long ago  

And cognition doesn't trouble the mundane mind anymore, 

Along a dingy bazaar lane on the periphery of the busy DumDum jn, 

Where tens of thousands blank faces cross each other all day, 

A man lay bare on the platform, gurgling and foaming at the mouth, 

Crimson streams of despair streaking his stubbled chapped cheeks,  

As blood oozes out of his lost, lost eyes. 

Shivering in a fit of frenzied mania,  

Seizure grips his heart. 

Blood! Blood! So much blood turned to gore! 

People young and old, gather round that poor soul 

Like ticks to a wound! 

Look mother! Your son lay there, 

Look while he bleeds to his end! 

"Les Soldats Perdus..." 

Peace be to the ones who are alive, 

With hope that the world is to be ravished by their storm, 

Fighting for none or nothing, only themselves, 

To be known. 

For it is peace 

That their lives will be bleeding, 

Once they kick the hornet's nest in. 

Each day's cause for them 

Will be to search for a new cause, 

While they carry their woes 

Up Sisyphe 

To be washed clean, at Gangotri, 

All pretenses shall be washed away. 

Leaving behind a sense of purpose 

Tumbling and tumbling downhill... 

Pick up, come on, your destiny awaits, 
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Atop the hill where the Eternal Spring 

Cleanses the soul of its woes! 

Far away where the leper, the dog with a limp, the deaf-mute cat, the Old Guy and I were 

banished... 

There was no mercy, no kindness, 

But from the leper, the dog with a limp, the deaf-mute cat and the Old Guy... 

There we lived serving each other in harmony and peace, 

We all had what was common in us, 

We all were outcasts and happy together, 

With hate and odour as our two protectors. 

After fate takes its toll, 

And the dream is realised, 

One wakes oneself in deafening solitude 

On a barren hillside hearing the whispers... 

The whispers that complain: 

"La Belle Dame sans Merci"... 

"When it was in the sowre hungry tyme, ther was establissed or cryed grievous and unplitable 

coempcioun, that me sayen wel it schulde gretly tormenten and endamagen al the province of 

Campayne, I took stryf ayens the provost of the pretorie for commune profit." 

"Exodus" 

"মা! খেতেদিদিনামা? 

ওমা! েুিদেতিতেতেতে।ওঠনামা, খেতেতিনা! খেতেতিনামা!" 

The little boy with a face like a little flower, 

All wet and shrivelled from tears, 

Wails and tries in vain 

To shake his mother awake, 

As she lay on the platform, 

Immovable. 

Little could his mind comprehend, 

That his mother had fought 

Only too hard and too long, 

With a life that was too harsh to her. 

She had made up her mind 

To bring her child home, 

To brave the pandemic, to do the impossible, 

To carry on an exodus of her own 

So her son could be safe at home. 

She fought too hard, walked too far, 

For her body wasn't designed to endure 

The wear her mind had planned. 

She was to walk a few thousand miles 

To bring her son home. 
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No trains, no buses, nothing to rest her chapped bare feet. 

A rug tied with all their belongings in the world, hung on her left shoulder, 

She carried her son on her hip. 

Nothing to eat for days, nor a drop to drink either, 

Yet she walked, across highways, and towns and states and borders, 

She walked in the sun and in the rain. 

She walked on so her son could be safe at home. 

A little child with a face like a flower. 

Little child, don't cry, 

Little child, don't despair. 

Little child, grow big and strong, 

So no disease can stop your walk. 

Grow strong at heart 

For your mother did not fail, 

She died, so the world would know your tale. 

Millions of mothers, would see and weep, 

They would feel what your mother felt 

When she fought to bring you home, 

How she fought to bring you home. 

"The Birth of a Bastard" 

Ordinary a room reflects the wryest wrinkles in his roots. 

In the room sits a pad, a Dictionary, a watch, and a bastard, 

With a pen between his fingers; 

It gives him immense pleasure 

But, the phallus eludes his thought;  

The bastard sits and mocks his father's naked lineage, alas! 

He is the successor to a throne of political gigolos. 

Not completely yet. 

Well finished, a mosaic floor adorns the room  

And a foldable mirror sits upon a dresser 

With bottles of variable colours of choice. 

...The bastard cannot decide upon his choice of words... So he must now rely upon one that 

he once had ransomed for a moment's peace of mind. 

"Turning and turning in the widening gyre    

The falcon cannot hear the falconer; 

Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold..." 

Vicarious a life thou leadest 

Through the scoundrelled opinion of the brinded cows thou breedest. 

Satisfy thy egotistical desire 

With the colours of the dampened stains of yesterday's heroics, 

Paint thy room with sacrilege and blood from true valour's veins, 

Hang a board from thy alter, 

That God does not reside 
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Under this regime of rule. 

The cross is inverted on thy wall. 

The Gita, placed on a table wrapped, 

In the skin of thy domestic dog. 

The Quoran is plunged in blood... 

Incandescent hues of my childhood gash through the panes of the old saloon door... 

"Priya Darshan"... What's in a name?... You can become a sight or a sore... 

"Parody et Pandemonium" 

Pathos arises wherein my judgement stoops. 

I know not when, why, l feel the need to keep mum, when the big "D" rules for my family to 

be dragged through the streets, my name be annihilated. 

Curious is the common dilemma. 

"To eat a bullet or wear a collar." 

Fascinating is the fact, 

That the farce is played on me 

For being the abject. 

Then again, a dominatrix's job is to dominate, and mine, to get tied up... 

Not at all crazy enough to covet my first touch with a ballot, 

Not at all sire! 

Cross my heart and hope to die young! 

In fact, l am known as a prodigy. 

The big "M" promised, that l can go out, get high with my friends and there won't be no 

consequences, 

So long as I play a simple game of choice with people! 

In one hand I'd be carrying vermillion, 

For celebration; 

In the other, a white saree, 

A consolation. 

I'd come bearing gifts! 

At every door the matriarch would have to choose which she preferred, 

But, there's a catch, 

Like there is to every good game of monopoly; 

A husband for a vote, yeah? 

..."Back off! Get out! Get out!  

No! Stop! Smack! Unhh! Please stop. Please l beg you. Please!! 

Please no. No! No!!! 

Ah-unhh. Get off you filthy animal! Ah-unhh!"... 

God shall not forgive. 

The whore shall never forget. 

Long live my mother India. 

"Down to Gehenna or up to the Throne, 

He travels the fastest who travels alone." 
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"I have spent all my life resisting the desire to end it." 

"Swan Song" 

Thy subtle waves of recumbent praise, 

Come crashing down upon the beach that meets my gaze; 

I reach out and traverse across the sands upon my chapped bare feet. 

Reaching the cold waters, l stand awestruck, at the glistening glitters of thy garnished depths. 

So vast! 

So terrible! 

So dangerously neat! 

I tear my shirt away from my breast 

And tie it on a pole, 

Already present, but with no flag of its own. 

The only sygil! 

The only presence! 

The me appreciated by me alone! 

As my blood-red tattered shirt flutters in the menacing wind that blows from thy cold depths, 

I delve into thee! 

Bare chested and barefoot! 

The only imperfection,  

In a world so neat! 

In a matter of minutes, my lungs give in, 

And so do my hands and feet. 

My mortal presence gradually grows numb, 

I drown into thee! 

Bare-chested and barefoot! 

The only true sacrifice 

In a world only too ready to succumb! 

I'm not there anymore. 

My fleshly attire lost, 

But my shirt still flies. 

Only this time, it points towards thee. 

And when the wind blows from land to sea, 

Thy shimmering apparence shall be consumed by the enormous nothingness of night,  

For all eternity; 

A billion voices merged in Kirtanam Karoti. 

"If you tremble with indignation at every injustice then you are a comrade of mine." 

"In my end is my beginning"... 

I shall bleed and bleed            

Until my credence becomes thy creed.            

My will is like water,              

Thou can't stop me flowing.             
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For l am the mighty Ganges, eternally growing.            

Even after I've long been claimed,           

By nightshade or by fate, 

Thou shalt hear my boding echoes  

In the cry of every child quarry of hate. 

Ritam Ghosh, (3rd year English Honours) 

 

 

 

Wide Awake 

 

Why? 

Why is it so hard to accept what is? 

The chipping paint, 

The smelling air, 

There is. 

There goes that little girl 

In her red flitting dress 

With the black scarf on her head 

And a tight rope around her waist. 

 

What is it about this time  

That drives us to the edge, 

And pushes us over 

Into the yawning chasm  

And its swirly depths; 

And yet we feel no pain, 

No desire- 

But a barrage of emptiness? 

 

The skies turn a bleeding red 

While the vein throbs in protest, 

To see beyond the wall of mist 

Is all but a dream frozen. 

Tell me oh Ye all Empowered 

What is it that you feel? 

When you see your ideal world 

Tearing at the seams? 

Is it just a vast nothingness 

That pervades your being? 

Like the oblivion one desperately seeks 

At the bottom of the Drink? 

 

The bed is warm, 

While the soul runs cold, 
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And the heart beats a dull, steady thrum. 

The sheets are stained, 

While the breath beside 

Might as well be battery run. 

 

Dilshat Parveen (5th Sem, Eng Hons) 

 

. 

The Land of Kites and Kite-runners 

 

If I could, I would have flown, 

Far away beyond this realm, 

Past beyond all beginnings and ends, 

To that place where life's but a dream. 

 

A beautiful dream of love and loss, of giving and receiving ends, 

Where I'd be able to wake up from it, 

And realise nothing's changed. 

To have a most comforting stillness, 

Wrap its soft wings around me,- 

To soothe my gnawing aches, 

And then to revel in my joyous wakes. 

 

Believe in healing and in love! 

Cries the foolish heart. 

If only I could make her grasp 

The fault in those cards! 

 

The days roll down the downward slope, 

While Time wrinkles the smooth out; 

And I sit by the window thinking impossible thoughts, 

And building castles on clouds. 

 

 

Dilshat Parveen (5th Sem, Eng Hons) 

 

A night sky 

 

The day being over 

Night spreads her mantle. 

The sky was crystal clear 

The night, still creating 

Mystic feelings in my mind. 

I was just gazing at the sky, 

The light cold made me shiver, 

Yet was an alluring sight to behold. 

A new moon night, 

Stars were twinkling. 

Some of them looked white, 
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While a few others had orange like colour. 

Planets and stars were they 

But I failed to differentiate them. 

I could only recognize the pole of strain, 

The constellation of seven stars. 

I got amazed, so I gazed and gazed 

My heart leaped up in joy 

The sight is indelible in the depth of my memory. 

Joydip Sahoo, (5th Sem, English Honours) 

 

Fatuous Hope 

 

Meet me somewhere but not here, 

For this place is dark and sick, 

Full of cruelty and childish malice. 

Who are to blame and who  are to punish? 

Nature of 'men' is to destroy, 

Overcoming that destruction needs a 'Man' 

 

Take me to the world of Skylark 

Where there is no fantasy; 

Everything ends as a fairytale. 

But life is all about two words, 

Sometimes 'merely', most of the time 'barely'. 

Joydip Sahoo, (5th Sem, English Honours) 

 

Work 

 
The work you just decided to start 

Can you make it till the last? 

 

Will you give up as they said? 

Still now for which a thousand tears you fade. 

 

For what you borrowed a moon 

May your work be finished as soon. 

 

Remember! Those who made you pain 

They will be only responsible for your gain. 

 

A candle light and you continue to fight, 

Even moon in the day has some right. 

 

And the one you ever trusted, 

For you now she is nothing but rusted. 

 

Its better to grow old and gets teared, 

Than to be folded with thousands fears. 

 

Loose your red or be dead, 
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Better than taking med and lying on bed. 

 

As you everyday wait for the rising sun, 

Make sure soon you will have your fun. 

 

To climb this cliff, don't loose your hope 

Instead of falling, take time to find your rope. 

 

Once you reach the top, put your flag off, 

It will be then your turn to slag them off. 

 

This is how the work should be ended, 

But can your broken heart ever be mended? 

 

Debajyoti Das,(5thSem,EnglishHonours) 

Endless Love 
 

The work you just decided to start 

Can you make it till the last? 

 

Will you give up as they said? 

Still now for which a thousand tears you fade. 

 

For what you borrowed a moon 

May your work be finished as soon. 

 

Remember! Those who made you pain 

They will be only responsible for your gain. 

 

A candle light and you continue to fight, 

Even moon in the day has some right. 

 

And the one you ever trusted, 

For you now she is nothing but rusted. 

 

Its better to grow old and gets teared, 

Than to be folded with thousands fears. 

 

Loose your red or be dead, 

Better than taking med and lying on bed. 

 

As you everyday wait for the rising sun, 

Make sure soon you will have your fun. 

 

To climb this cliff, don't loose your hope 

Instead of falling, take time to find your rope. 

 

Once you reach the top, put your flag off, 

It will be then your turn to slag them off. 
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This is how the work should be ended, 

But can your broken heart ever be mended? 

 

Debajyoti Das (5th Sem, English Honours) 

 

 

Thinker's mind 

 
Your thought always arises in the thinker's mind, 

My mind was stranding over years and years of solitary, 

 

I was thinking of someone on whom I can rely, 

And then, You came. 

The solitary was gone. 

 

Your thought always arises in the thinker's mind, 

My eternal soul was searching of you, 

Where are you in my mind? 

 

My search had gone in vain 

Your existence was gone. 

 

Your thought always arises in the thinker's mind, 

I had seen your shadow in the blues of the horizon, 

Where I was looking for your blue love, 

 

I was deceived. 

I saw your self-centered love. 

The doors of your little hut was closed for me wrenching my heart. 

 

 

Your thought still arises in the thinker's mind  

My search for the eternal love was not in vain, 

My precious love and excited heart 

Can take all the earthly pain. 

Subham Bandyopadhyay, (3rd Sem, English Honours) 

 

 

 

I KNOW SHE IS NO LONGER MINE 

 

I know she is no longer mine, 

My life is full of starvation for her love  

Her life is full of Sunshine. 

 

My Heart is burning like a fire 

Hopefully she fulfilled her desire 

I know she is no longer mine 

Her life is full of sunshine 
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My Emotions are burning like a flame  

I don’t have anyone except myself to blame. 

I know she is no longer mine 

Her life is full of sunshine 

 

I kept my trust as hard as a diamond 

But with the passage of time it broke down like a Almond. 

I know she is no longer mine  

Her life is full of sunshine  

Abhishek Sharma, (3rd Sem, English Honours) 

 

As I lay dying… 

 

Death is something we all spend our entire lives brooding over, despite knowing its 

inevitability. We run from Death, it scares us, again at times it intrigues us. The very thought 

of Death never leaves our mind. The nature of this ultimate truth of life is what troubled me 

for my entire life. I always pondered what death would feel like, how would it come, what 

would I feel. All these questions and curiosities of mine were answered when Death finally 

came for me.  

 

It was a fine summer day. I was suffering from a severe case of asthma. I have had asthma for 

a long time but it has never gotten this bad before. I was bedridden. Everybody was worried 

about me but nobody expected what was to come.  

 

It was around midday when the footfalls of Death decided to make themselves heard, my 

condition slowly became worse. It started with a little difficulty in breathing to me gasping 

for air. My worried family tried to ease my breathing and whispered soothing words; none 

worked. Soon my body felt like it was on fire, I was burning all over. It was like being 

pierced by millions of needles over and over again. Slowly the sounds of those around me 

started to feel distant and my vision blurred. My senses kept fading away, until their voices 

were reduced to indistinct sounds and their speakers to shadowy silhouettes. By then my 

body was no longer in pain; numbness took its place.  It was like falling asleep and nothing 

mattered anymore, not my pain, nor my surroundings or anything at all. I was at peace with 

all my sufferings at an end. That is how I perceived Death. It did not scare me, rather took my 

fear and pain away. The one thing I kept running from brought me eternal Peace. With these 

thoughts I felt my heart still in my bosom as I fell into a deep slumber, never to wake up 

again.  

 

Hemantika Ghosh, (5th Sem, English Honours) 
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NO ONE KNOWS THE WORLD 

“Mom look, a firefly!!!” 

 Raquel said delightedly while walking in their garden with her mother in a winter evening. 

But she got no reply. She called her mother again and again irritatingly but she had no time to 

turn back as she was busy chasing the little pretty insect. After sometime she suddenly 

realized that her mother was not behind her. She became so afraid of the dark that instead of 

looking for her mother she ran into her house calling her governess. Then she with her 

governess went to the garden and found Mrs. Walker lying unconscious on the grass. After a 

close inspection the governess found out that she’s already dead. Without wasting a single 

moment one of their servants left to inform Mr. Walker. On that day at the age of only five 

Raquellost her mother. Even understanding the meaning of death was difficult for her in such 

age. Indeed realising the consequence of the loss was impossible for her.In fact she just 

innocently smiled back when her relatives offered their condolences for her loss. Raquel’s 

father was an army officer at that time. It was very hard for him to stay back for a long time 

to look after his daughter and it was even harder for him to leave Raquel in such situation.So 

Mr. Walker decided to quit his job in army just to shoulder all the responsibilities of his little 

daughter.Mr. Walkercapably played the role of her mother as well as her father. He never let 

her feel the absence of her mother. From thevery childhoodMr. Walker taught Raquel the 

importance of reading books so much that the books became her favourite companion. He 

used to bring books for her on every weekend; especially the books about the world beyond 

imagination, rare species, mystery, magic and mythology. On her eighth birthday she was 

given a comic book named, “No One Knows the World”. She became so obsessed with the 

book that she started collecting different books and journalscontaining the ideas of imaginary 

world, unusual creatures and so on. Somehow she started believing that there is another world 

in the universe which also contains life. In the beginning her father though encouraged her 

curiosity as a childish infatuation but later on she completely indulged herself to create her 

imaginary world so much that it became impossible for Mr. Walker to take her out from her 

magical world.  

From the very childhood she was fascinated by the idea of Time and Universe. Even after 

completing her study Raquel started researching on Time Traveling. Day by day with the 

progress of her research her belief in outer world was growing stronger.  She used to keep 

herself busy in her research throughout the whole day.She understood that there is something 

beyond the imagination of the contemporary world. Howevershe could not find the clue to 

further continue her research. In the meantime she had completely forgotten about her 

favourite book. 

In one rainy evening she was swamped with her research and forgot about the time. Suddenly 

the rumble of thunder broke the ice of the room. Raquel looked here and there for her 

colleagues but found none. She immediately ran towards the main-gate but unfortunately it 

was locked from outside. Moreover there was no evidence of light except the thunderlight. A 

sudden chill ran down her spine. Somehow she managed to gather some courage to switch on 
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her phone’sflashlight. Raquel found no options left but to sleep over in the research centre. 

She informed her father about the trouble and fellasleep to avoid her panic. 

When she woke up she felt herself lighter than usual and found some cryptic creature making 

noise around her. Some of them were two headed, some had multiple heads, some had seven 

hands (or legs), and some of themwere tiny where the others were gigantic. Raquel even 

could not see them properly as something likefogcoated the place. To be frank she dared to 

watch them. She was completely perplexed and could not understand what to do.All of a 

sudden one of those creatures moved its one hand towards Raquel. When she was about to 

run she found herself floating in the air.She lost her consciousness instantly. When she woke 

up she found herself lying in air under the supervision of a seven legged creature. Raquel 

started shouting as loud as possible but couldn’t hear herself at all.Her voice choked with 

fear.With all her strength she started screaming, “Please let me go!!! Don’t you dare to come 

close to me!!” One of these creatures safely placed her over the ground even without 

touching. Raquel couldn’t understand what was going on with her. Even she had no idea how 

to get out of that strange place.She found out that there was neither the sun nor the moon. 

Only a fading light covered the whole placefor all the time. So she could not recognise the 

time there. The whole place was covered with the smoky air. There was neither tree nor water 

for those living beings. Moreover she was having no problem to breathe in the absence of 

oxygen. Even after that long period of time she was not feeling hungry or thirsty there.Raquel 

realized that they would neither hurt nor eat her and the only way to get out of the peculiar 

place was through a fruitfulcommunication with them. She started trying to understand their 

sounds. Though she was unable to hear her own voice but she could hear theirs. She noticed 

that one ofthose seven legged animals created different black images to communicate with 

others. Gradually she understood that the images were nothing but their language. They 

communicate with each other with the sign like images. She started understanding these signs 

from their activity. She realized that the creatures were so fast that they were expressing the 

whole sentence with only one sign. Somehow she managed to create some of the signs to 

communicate with them. She came to know that in that place time flies more thanfive 

hundred times faster than the earth. That is why there is no specific time for day or night like 

earth. Their sun moves so fast that there is only a ray of fading light present over the place 

forever. And they have no change in the weather. They have never experienced rain and 

heat.Even the brains of the creatures run as fast as the time. So that they can create this sign 

in a fraction of second. She realizes that the creatures are far more advanced and intelligent 

than any human being. The most unbelievable thing is irrespective of male or female they all 

can propagate offsprings from the sacks present on their back and they die instantly after 

giving the birth. So there is no chance of increasing their number.She came to know that she 

has already spent 300 yearsin that land according to their timetable. Due to this longtime 

Raquel has spentwith the creatures, her brain can now function like theirs; and that’s why she 

somehow has managed to understand their language, their movements and so on to an extent. 

In the meantime, the creatures have already learnt everything about human beingfrom her. In 

return they decide to give her a power to read anyone’s mind to understand whether the 

person is telling the truth or not. One of those seven legged creatures was coming close to 

Raquel to hypnotize her. 
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Suddenly she heard a very familiar voice calling by her name. It was Molly Hooper, one of 

her colleagues. She realized that it was just a random dream with all the incidents from her 

favourite childhood book, “No One Knows the world”. She sighed with relief as there is 

nothing to worry about and got back to work. 

More than five months after that incident, one day, while cleaning the book-self she found 

that book of her childhood “No One knows the world”. The book included some absurd but 

beautiful signs which the author claimed as the creatures’ language. The very thing used to 

amuse her like nothing else. She opened the book just to reminisce all her childhood 

memories. But suddenly she found out that she could read every single dialoguebetween the 

creatures in the book. She was thrilled. Without wasting a single moment she went to the 

research centre and started researching about the language. She came to know that there is an 

imaginary language called“Heptapod”. The language is first developed by the author of “No 

one knows the world”. But after that it has beenused by several fantasy writers to depict the 

conversations between aliens and it is quite popular among the teenagers.“But how is it 

possible? Even the internet tells that it is an imaginary language” exclaimed Raquel.“But if it 

is just my imagination then how can I understand the signs shown on internetas if my brain 

has been reconstructed (or re-functioned) to understand that language?” she again thought. 

But there is no way to verify whether her understanding is right or wrong. She was thrilled to 

death. She imagined“May be that is why now I can study and think faster than my seniors. Or 

it is just because I am trying that hard to complete my research?” She was bewildered. She 

could not realised whetherit was only just a dream or not. “What if they are real? Oh my God, 

I will die if I try further to complete the puzzle!!” 

“What if the author had the same dream before writing the book?”  

“What if it indicates something dangerous?”a number of thoughts were colliding in her mind 

at that moment. Moreover there was none who would not laugh after listening to the whole 

strange incident. Though her mind was telling her not to believe in their existence but 

something from the core of her heart was forcing her to believe their existence.  

She breathed a deep sigh and murmured,“If I had some time more with them maybe I could 

learn to read everyone’s mind too. I could get the exceptional power. And with this power a 

new journey of mankind could begin." 

 

Bhumika Ghosh, (5th Sem English Honours) 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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Love your taste buds... 

 

This lockdown has brought to the fore our hidden talents. I was always experimenting with 

food and now the kitchen is my lab. I try out new dishes and believe me i am good at it. My 

family members are thriving in my new found culinary skill and I want to share with you 

some new things I tried. Magazine is all about discovering your creative self and my friends 

believe me the kitchen is where I am at my creative best. I am sharing with you two of my 

favourite recipes. So enjoy these platefuls and nourish your taste buds... 

 

Homemade French Fries 

 

 
  
 
INGREDIENTS:  

• 4 medium russet potato, • 500gm white oil, Salt, Black salt, Chaat Masala, Black Pepper  

 

INSTRUCTIONS:  

Peel the potatoes and cut in half and then half again.  

Cut into 1 inch even thin pieces. The more evenly thick you can cut them, the more even they will 

bake or fry. Put them in a bowl of ice water and let them soak for about 20 minutes. This helps 

remove starch and make them more crispy. You don’t have to soak them, you can just give them 

a good rinse if you don’t have time. Rinse well and then thoroughly pat them dry with paper 

towel. Make sure you get as much water off as you can. Next put them in a ziplock bag with 1-2 

tsp of oil and shake to coat.  

Line a baking sheet with foil, and place a cooling rack on top of it. Lay the potatoes on the 

cooling rack so that they are not touching. Sprinkle with salt. Bake at 450 degrees F for 30 

minutes or until golden brown and crispy. Or if you don’t have a microwave just heat a nonstick 

Kadai pour some white oil and deep fry the potatoes and then sprinkle some black salt , chat 

masala and Black pepper and serve. 
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Prawn Malai Curry         

 

INGREDIENTS:  

1/2 Kilogram Prawns (I used 8 large prawns, with heads), 2 Cinnamon Sticks, 3 Pods 

Cardamoms, 5 Cloves, 1 Onion Medium , paste, 1 Tablespoon Ginger-Garlic paste, To Taste Salt,  

1 Teaspoon Sugar, 3 Tablespoons Curd Yogurt / Plain, 2 Cups Coconut Milk, 2 Green Chillies , 

slit (optional), 1/2 Teaspoon Turmeric Haldi Powder, 1/3 Cup Mustard Oil, 1/4 Cup Water  

 
INSTRUCTIONS:  

In a non-stick wok, add about half of the mustard oil, and heat it up. Meanwhile, marinate your 

prawns with a little bit of salt and turmeric powder. Add the prawns to the wok once the oil is hot. 

Sauté the prawns on medium heat till they turn yellow/orange in colour. Remove, and put aside. 

Add more oil to the wok. Add whole pieces of cinnamon, cardamon, and clove. Wait for them to 

splutter. Now, add the onion paste, along with the ginger-garlic paste. Also add salt and rest of 

the turmeric powder. Pour in more oil if required, and cook this mixture on medium heat for 4-5 

mins. The paste should turn slightly brown in colour, and should not smell raw.  

While the paste is cooking, put the curd in a small bowl and whisk it well. Once the paste is 

cooked, bring the heat to low, and then add the curd. Mix well. Now add in the sugar. Stir.  

Finally, pour in the coconut milk. Add the chillies. Let the gravy simmer for 2-3 mins.  

Add in the water. Then place the prawns into the gravy. Stir gently. Cover with a lid, and let this 

cook for 3-4 mins. 

 

 

Caramelised Coconut Ladoo  

 
INGREDIENTS:  

1 cup Condensed milk, 2 cups Dried coconut , a little for garnish, 1tsp Vanilla extract, ½ tsp 

cardamom powder (elaichi powder)  

 

INSTRUCTIONS:  

First heat boil water in a pan and add an unopened can of condensed milk , cover the pain and 

boil it for 2hrs on slow flame.  

After 2hrs now we will turn off the gas.  

Remove and cool the can completely in room temperature ( do not refrigerate it )  

Now open the can , the condensed milk is nicely caramelised.  

We will take 2 cups of dried coconut in a bowl and add 1 cup of this caramelised condensed milk 

, 1tsp vanilla extract and ½ tsp cardamom powder and mix it well .  

Now using your hands mix it well . and now we will shape them round into ladoos .  

Now gently roll the ladoos into dried coconut and we plate them.  

And our caramelised coconut ladoos are ready to serve… 

Sumana Dash, (5th Sem, English Honours) 
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The Way of the Life 

 
If we see the world from outside ninety percent people of the world are free to live their life 

in their own way but in reality ninety percent people of the world cant live their life in their 

own way. Every person have some kinds of obstacles in their life. And most times those 

obstacles limit our dreams and vision. And when people are able to overcome those obstacles 

they become able to live their life in their own way. And many time when people try to 

overcome those obstacles other people think that they are some abnormal creature who are 

doing some abnormal things. Just like the bird born in a cage thinks flying is an illness. And 

this is a abnormal story of a normal creature named Dominic who later became abnormal in 

the eyes of society. When Dominic was in college he liked to travel very much and he wanted 

to become a travel blogger. After finishing his studies he joined a government service where 

he had to do nine to five desk jobs. He joined this job because of family pressure and he was 

very unhappy with his job. After few months Dominic started to feel very depress about his 

job. He wasn’t able to tell his feelings to any one. He was feeling that he had no freedom in 

his life. When he told his parents about this his parents told him to grow up. He felt that his 

childhood was more joyful than his adult hood. More days passed this way and with the flow 

of time he became a machine who repeated same task every day and forgot about all his 

dreams. But life planned something different for Dom. Dom’s life was going in one way then 

one day a girl named Anna joined Dom’s office. Few days after that in a office party when 

Dominic was talking with his friends he came to knew that Anna was a travel blogger. 

Dominic became very surprised after hearing that and he also became interested in Anna. 

One day after office Dom asked Anna that how she managed travel blogging and government 

job simultaneously. Anna smiled and asked him “ Is there any rule you can not become a 

travel blogger if you are a government employee?” Dom was surprised by Anna’s answer. 

And Anna left from there with a smile in her face. Next day Dom asked Anna for a coffee 

and Anna agreed with a interesting look in her face. It was the first time some one became 

interested in Anna’s dream. In the coffee shop Dom told Anna that the dream of his life was 

to become a travel blogger. Anna replied “ Your life is not finished, you are an alive person, 

you have enough time left to achieve you dreams”. Anna also said “ If you can’t become a 

full time travel blogger you can become a part time travel blogger like me. If you change 

your view you can see more options to achieve your dreams.” After this meet with Anna 

Dom’s point of view about his life totally changed. Anna and Dom became very good friends 

with in few weeks. They understood each others thought and dreams very well. Then one day 

Anna asked to Dom “ will you like to do a travel vlog with me in upcoming vacation? I think 

it will be very good experience for you.” Dom replied “ It is a great idea. It will be my 

pleasure to do my first travel vlog with you.” Anna came like a blessing in Dom’s life. Dom 

felt that he got his freedom back after so many sad years. Dom realised that his freedom was 

in front him but he wasn’t able to saw that. Anna came like blessing of god and showed him 

the light in his dark life. Dom started to spend his more time with Anna. As usual Dom and 

Anna were returning home together and Anna suddenly asked “ Have you ever went out for a 

late night walk?” Dom said “no I haven’t.” Anna said “ I cant believe you are living in Osaka 

for twenty five years and you never went out for a night walk.” Dom replied “ If you don’t 

mind will you go with me for a late night walk today?” Anna smiled and said “yes”. So they 

went out for a late night walk in the city. Dominic lived in Osaka for twenty five years but 

night he experienced some thing totally different. Blue neon lights were brightening the 

streets, the flow of wind was touching his face. He was feeling very happy. He walked on that 

same street many times before that but he never experienced some thing like that. He was 

thinking “ is Anna is the reason of this feeling or it is some thing else.” That was the month 
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of April and the cherry blossom trees on the street cherished their experience even more. 

Anna asked Dom “ how is your experience?” Dom said that he never felt some thing like that 

in his whole life. In that moment every thing looked very beautiful to Dom, the lonely streets, 

timed lights of the local shops, refreshing flow of wind, glowing stars of the sky, beautiful 

cheery blossom trees on the street, and Anna was with him with whom he can share his every 

feelings. They were very happy with each other and one day they decided to make a vlog on a 

hill station named Karuizawa in their vacation. In their vacation they went to Karuizawa and 

they experienced every travel spot of Karauizawa. The trip of Karauizawa was the main 

turning point of Domnic’s life. The green natural atoshphere, the forest cafeterias, the 

beautiful waterfall, most unique and delicious type of French and Japanese cuisine, the pure 

taste of green tea in the centre of nature in green garden cafeteria, every activity in 

Karauizawa was a wonder full experience for Dom. He was able to found lost essence  

of his life. Their last activity in Karauizawa was mountain trekking. Dom and Anna met with 

a lady named Moyoung. Moyoung was a travel journalist and she worked for a magazine 

named Rurubu Omotenashi Travel Guides. Dominic and Anna became very influenced by 

her and she told them all about her work during the trekking. Moyoung told them “ If you 

two are this much interesting in travel you two should become a travel journalist or travel 

reporter, you two have all the qualifications for the job.” After hearing Moyoung’s talk Dom 

and Anna decided to apply for a job of travel journalist for some magazines. Dom’s friends 

and family criticized for that and told him that his mind was not in a normal state. Dom didn’t 

lisen to them and applied for the job and he got selected as well as Anna. Dom and Anna 

became very happy and Dom thought now his every day would be as joyfull as the 

Karauizawa tour. Some people thought Dom and Anna were mad because of their actions but 

they knew how happy they were from inside. Dom’s happiness was in front of but he wasn’t 

able to saw that Anna and Moyoung showed him the way. Just like Dom some time we are 

not able to see our happiness instead of finding that we start to blame our luck start to live a 

depressed life. Our freedom is in our own hand , some one like Anna will not come in every 

one’s life, we have to take our own actions. Just think for a moment if Dom didn’t got that 

job how different his life would have been. So should we take the risk of leaving our Job for 

achieving our dream? 

Saumojit Saha (5th Sem, English Honours) 

 

 

THE ROSE BUD 

 

I’ve spent years wondering if human king is better than artificial intelligence only because 

they have feelings then why feelings are the only possible way to destruct a human! Probably 

feeling less humans are better. From my childhood I’ve been training myself to be someone 

who can control feelings. You see things in a different way when you have no emotions, you 

don’t feel sad not even happy, not sorry, not angry, not excited, nothing; life becomes more 

lucid. When I was a child I used to wonder why my friends used to cry for a broken toy; or 

just a popsicle could be their stair to 9’th cloud; no I’ve never cried, never laughed like them 

I saw people dying and felt nothing even if it had happened with my close relatives. I 

remember having a pet called Juno; he died in an accident, my hands, dress, face were 

covered with blood or do anything except a sigh; I felt nothing. Every single person thought I 

was traumatized which I wasn’t. Mother thought, consulting a therapist would be best but he 

declared I was fine. Often I used to sit in a corner, dark enough in our roof to think, think 

about why people are afraid, why they are sad, happy; what they find joyful, why they are so 

impulsive. I never had a proper answer. I never my classmates crying for love, wimping they 

cared so much for everything so much for anything but if emotions do exist or they are just 
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theories we have taught. I felt pity, pity for every human who was afraid, afraid of losing, 

afraid of dying, afraid of being sad and I wanted to laugh but couldn’t because I never know 

how to laugh. I remember the day, that girl jumped off from the roof of our school, she was 

senior; I even remember the pink clip on her hair, it had a bear picture in it. Her skull was 

smashed from one side, a hand was loosely hanging, they were saying even her brain came 

out. The whole school became a massacre, gladly it was Saturday so there were not many 

students. One of my classmate hugged me tightly and bursted into tears and all I had a mere 

sigh. I used to think if a child never come to know about emotions then he or she wouldn’t 

develop any. As days passed I became a loner; as my classmates were full of the milk of 

humanity the felt embarrassed around someone without any emotions and also I learned to 

keep distance. I often wondered about an ideal world with people without emotions, hunger 

and sleep; I never liked sleeping, I’ve always wished for a way to avoid sleep. I was unusual 

to most of the people even to those, whom I had to call a family, though they never bothered 

me because I never bothered them but avoiding family functions was something they always 

kept on complaining about. I remember on my 18’th birthday my aunt gifted a rose plant to 

me, she said-“Here you lady, this plant is you when it will grow a red bud, you’ll grow a 

heart too. Take care of it and make it blossomed.” I replied calmly-“I do have a heart, we all 

have.” She laughed ringingly. I’ve thought of gardening but never had time though, I placed 

that plant by the window and thought of reading a bit about rose plants. That night I sshad a 

dream of me becoming a huge rose plant.  

That day in collage, Mimi caught me worried and started nagging about the cause. She is one 

of those students with whom I used to sit and go to tuition or library or maybe foe lunch; I 

don’t know if it’s called friendship because I never felt anything special for her or another 

ones but surprisingly she had the nature to cling around. I return home and checked the plant. 

I used to water it properly and also took care of fertilization and insecticide butt for a long it 

was barren. I used to think why it was borer!! one afternoon I found aphid on it, I was 

shocked to see that, I took enough care of that, I hate feeling, loosing. Then I suddenly 

realized ‘hating’, isn’t is supposed to be a feeling too then I have this I looked away from that 

plant and started thinking, I made myself understand it was just an impulse. That night I sit 

by that plant that I plant for a long time and saw those bugs eating away the leaves of my 

long cherished treasure, I tried spraying some soap spray on it and thought of some ladybug 

as I read it’s a good way to get rid of aphids and next day I did so Winter was approaching 

then and that plant was growing up healthily. Few days later, it was a rainy day, Mimi called 

and asked me to meet her in front of her college. I remember clearly it was still dripping 

when I reached I reached her college she was waiting hand towards me and crossing the road 

and I rushed shouted; she was she was about to get hit by a car, I pulled her toward and we 

both fell near footpath. That driver somehow pulled up an emergency break and none of us 

get hit. “Silly, are you blind or deaf” I said, she was crying and holding me close. Even she 

murmured something but I didn’t notice, some people approached toward us, helped us but 

all I was thinking about that day, Juno was killed, he was approaching toward me and got hit. 

We were sitting in a bunch of nearby dispensary, but my hand was injured seriously I had on 

a plaster. She said “Sorry…” I looked at her and for the first time I felt a warm sensation and 

surprisingly water drops were dribbling upon my cheeks then I laughed and hugged her; 

“Aren’t we friends? Don’t say sorry again.” That day when I returned home I saw a tiny bud 

was blinking among leaves and I smiled like I knew it would happen, my phone, was playing 

“Stairway to heaven”-‘There’s a sign on the wall / But she wants to be sure…’ 

 

Kamalika Biswas, (3rd Sem, English Honours) 
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The Possession 
 

You can see it all around you. The twitters have become more varied, the air's clearer, that 

sky that meets my eye is more vibrant. It's like everything is just as it was while so much has 

changed at the same time. The family has somehow grown closer. Or found a way to live 

with or around each other.  

 

It's peaceful. Even when I can hear the world falling to pieces, this human world that is. It 

makes me wonder what mercy is. There are people dying in hordes on one hand and on the 

other nature seems to be rejuvenating. One is being healed while the other's standing at the 

face of utter destruction. The word, mercy, gets more wrapped in ambiguity the more I think 

about it.  

 

But all of such thoughts are rather ridiculous! Sometimes I wonder at my own weird mind. 

Afterall, why should I care? I am only this space. A space limited within four walls with a 

tiny window for an eye and a slim doorway to let me breathe in some life. He is there more 

often now. Doing his thing. It's entertaining. After all of this time that I have been left alone 

all his curious activities are most refreshing. Who am I fooling? I do care! So what if I am not 

flesh and blood? I still can crave connection. The warmth of the softly taken breath when he 

sleeps, or the vitality he displays while he passionately works with that black confusing 

contraption he calls a computer. I even crave the thunder that comes with his anger. It's all so 

exciting. I want it all. All of it! I don't care if it makes me seem wanton! I am not afraid to 

own up to who I want. What I am! I won't give up what's mine. He is mine. They are MINE. 

MINE! So what if they feel suffocated? So what if I am slowly feeding on all their lives? So 

what if they are in pain? They are here in the end. As they would always be. Not knowing 

why they can't leave.  

 

Suparna Mondal, (ex-student) 

 

Love Preserved 
 

There flutters the cage of a beautiful world, the love of my life, as you dance slowly to the 

rhythm of blood to seduce me closer to you bit by bit. Finally your thorny, chapped, rough, 

disfigured and deserted lips pour its red blood life out of your beautiful mouth, it drenches 

your lips and your cheeks, quenches your longing thirst. With each drop of blood, brushing 

against your cheeks, -like raindrops rolled down my window when I was a child on a 

monsoon morning- ,to settle in your ears, with each heavy dose of psychedelic breath 

brushing down your nostrils to fill your lungs, with each flutter, with each exhale of thriving 

life, with each discoloured moan and every moment you stare down at me with those 

beautiful blood-bathed bulging eyes, -as if they try to hold as much life as they can from the 

Chalice before it's all poured into the sweet rhythm of death- ,you drench me with a seducing 

high; every peace, every love, every lust falls upon me, calming my beating, aching nerves, 

as if I am home again, safe and happy again, staring out my window at the rich vivid images 

of life spreading it's leaves and dancing free and wild as warmth hugs us the SAME! I see 

you, spread you arms wide open trying to reach me as a dried tree spreads its branches 

towards the sky to get those last rays. I tell you all my childhood stories, about the games I 

played, the girls I loved, the struggles I had, and I see you agree with me with your bloody 

tears and the last few of your sweetest, distorted, faint moans, as you pour your last breath 
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into me and a velvety seduction of life gently brushes against my body filling me to the brim 

with euphoria. That's how I met you! Yes we still talk about life, love, children. You have 

grown to be a very good listener after the day we met. You listen to my stories silently and 

agree to me with your death-rotten stare and your blood-dried lips. After all these years that I 

have preserved you with all my love and care, I want to say what I wanted to tell you the day 

we met! I love growing old with you, i may not know your name, i may not know you either, 

but love transcends names and all material elements of this physical world. What matters is I 

saw you, I loved stalking you through those alleys, I cherished every moment of killing you 

and I loved seeing you die a slow, de-humanising, undignified, beautiful, seducing death...           

 

 

Glance 
The kitchen was in utter disarray. Like a village devastated by a hurricane. A lifeless soft 

light came from the window. 

 

She was looking at the scene before her, outside the window, while cooking,- just as 

everyday. But today she found something exceptionally beautiful. When i went to see what 

kept snagging her attention, time and again, I saw a girl, of nearly my age, sitting on the edge 

of the terrace of a five storey building,  without any support. She was wearing an aquamarine 

saree. I waited for a while. She captured my attention like a picture, calling out to me. i 

looked at her in awe; such beautiful eyes,- like those of an angel, they were really 

exceptional. A tear rolled down her muddy, cut, dry cheeks, like she was, roughed down and 

beaten. Her lips chapped and bloody. Her hair rough yet beautiful like an old man's blanket 

on the street, destitute, not always attractive but quite comfortable. her skin dusky. But her 

eyes, her bloody eyes, so calm, so peaceful. they were beautiful slits cut open on her face, as 

if by god himself. i was hypnotized by her. i felt the need to shout but i couldn't! For she was 

as calm as water; like a capped, bottled water, quite trapped yet passive. Her eyes seemed to 

seek out out something beyond the city line, as if waiting for the last leaf to fall... 

 

Suddenly those searching orbs turned towards me, and when those eyes met mine they tore 

me up from inside into a billion pieces! Her saree danced along the wind, and so did her hair. 

it looked like beautiful black sand floating on the water having been blown by the cold sharp 

winds... 

 

There was an unsettling silence all around, and i kept staring at the calm picture before me. 

Suddenly, her lips trembled a little and broke my trance, and i burst into fits of screams for 

help! But no one came...  

 

When Time, the miser, refuses to open its fist, helping someone doesn't remain an option. She 

rose up on her feet effortlessly and jumped. She seemed to fly right at us. Her face hit our 

window, and she fell! 

 

An angel fell down to hell, if you will. But i couldn't believe what I saw, i somehow couldn't. 

As if i expected her to jump, spread her wings and fly above the clouds. whatever it maybe be 

my thrill-ride for the day was over. so i got my chips and went back to the sofa. i am still 

unsure about what happened today. But i must say, the dance of death could be quite 

alluring... 
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3)                                                 Cast away from Divinity 

 

Oh Time! Erode me, as soon as you can with your tides higher than heights of this universe 

and engulf me into your womb. Hey you! Residing above the clouds, beyond the blanket of 

the starry sky, can you hear my silent weeps for help? The barren soils of my heart grows 

nothing but scars. 

 

The fallen angel tempts me. Rising from my ashes burning every bit of my soul. I walk on the 

thorns but see no rose, wine spilt and bread soaked in my bloody tears. Aren't you there to 

free me, to heal me, to answer my prayers? Aren't my broken distorted screams loud enough 

for your ear? Whom do i believe in now? The flames of evil spreads through my body like a 

forest fire. Engulfing me. I have been tested many a times like every child of yours. Then 

why am i the only to be crushed beneath your feet?  

 

The snake shrunk me into an insect, so small and I waited for you. But you were not there. 

Am i being punished for the sins committed or am I just a puppet to be burnt bit by bit in 

your hands for your enjoyment. Or am i an angel  cast away from divinity? 

 

Avilash Karak, (ex-student, English Department) 

 

ধম্মের কল বাতাম্মে নম্ম়ে না 

নীলতে িাোস, আিো আকাশ 

ধম্ম খেতে খিতেদেতলম, খোমার সিবনাশ! 

অধতমবতে কমব খোিাই,  

শাস্ত্র-শস্ত্র রতে খ ািাই! 

েঠন-োঠন দশতকে েুতল,  

যুদে-েক্ক সমূতল ভুতল, 

দিশ্বাতসর এক ফানসু খেতল,  

িুদি ঘতর দশকল খফতল 

অসতে সৎ আতে িতল, আঁধার োতনই যাচ্ছ েতল? 

অতশাক, কাসভ খোমার োো,  

খকিল দভন্ন-ের কাো! 

নাতমর গুতেই অনয হওো,  
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ধম্ম শুধুই ধ্বংস-জাো! 

দক িলতল? নও েুদম নও!  

েতি খয সি িুজরুদক সও? 

সমেবতনর ভাি না িুতেই,  

কমবতযাতের িশবন োও! 

খযাদে েুদম দিতোে িুতে,  

খযাে নাই োও যাচ্ছ যুতে? 

সমাজ েীতর খেতমর েরী,  

শালীনোর েরাও খিদ়ি! 

রাম-রদহতমর হাতে েদ়ি,  

না়িে েিু িদ়ি-িাদ়ি!! 

জন্মাতলা খস, িােঁতে খো িাও, 

েথম খথতকই, খকন, মন খকত়ি নাও! 

সাজাও োতক, খশোও োতক,  

আির কতর খিাোও... 

 

ধতম্মর সার, ধারাতলা আকার, 

ধম্ম খকিল মতনর দিকার, 

মন খজতন মন করতল ধাওো 

ধম্ম শুধুই খোলা হাওো! 

লাদেতে োতল  ুিতে মানষু,  

মরতে অনেবল, 

দিতিক খজাোতর িান  াকতলই, 

হে না খস োেল!  
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ধমব-ধ্বজা? 

 আত্মহীতনর নেতকা খিাো, 

োে দনতে ত্রাে যাে না খোঁজা!  

খসামনাথ ভট্টাোযব, (দশক্ষক, ইংতরদজ দিভাে)  

যুক্তি  

মনুষয - েূতিবহতেদেলতযসযূবমেুীরউিে, 

অদিত্বিাি, মাকব সিাি, শাস্ত্রিাি, িাতি, 

উিাসীনতেৌতষরআকাশত তকতেোরযুদেরেলে। 

 

দনেুমরাতেগুমতেহারােসিদেন্তাোর"খেটদনক", 

েত্ত্বতঘঁতটআরতনইতকাতকাতনাকাজ, 

খলােতেতেতেোরসমিতিাধ; কারে, অোসদিক। 

 

যেভাতি, েথযোলাে, িদৃিতলাকােোতটরেলাে, 

মনুষযত্বতেতেেিােশুিহতে, 

আধযাদত্বকোতেতেোেোনাে। 

 

অতনকআশােিাঁধাঘর, িাধঁতেলাতেতজা়িসমান, 

যেসিযুদেিাদিরিল, দনজস্বযুদেরেলাফুতটা, 

নীরভাঙােতরফঁুদিতেকরতিযুদেেমাে! 

 

অদভনন্দন, অসামানযসকলদশল্পীতিরদশল্প; 

দশল্প, েতেরতহাকিাআদত্মক, 
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আজকালদশল্পদিতেমােঢাকারেতেিাইোথদমকেকল্প।  

 

ধান - িতুিযেূদজেভ্রােৃরুতেস্থানতেলতযতোেতন, 

রেদিনা, মাংসতেতলা, দেতিউশুলকতর। 

আত্মা - মাতেতযস্থানদিলআেনউজা়িকতর, 

েুতজাতশতষ, "েূেবফুলেতরোরকাফতন"।  

ঋতম ঘ োষ  (তৃতী য় বষষ, ইংরেজ  ববভোগ) 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

কাকস্যপরিবেদনা 
৭ইকোবতষ ক,সন১৪০৭ 

শ্রীশ্রীভুশুবিকোগোয়নমঃ 

কো:কো: 

নমস্কোে।আমিএকটিকোক।আমোেনোমশ্রীঅভ ককুমোের ৌধুে ।ঘেরেতুকট্টেআদর্ষবোদ ,অবতর োেবোস্তববোদ ,সবজোন্তো,
আঁরতল, োটুকোে,মূর্ষ,ধমষোন্ধ,েোমগরুর়েেছোনো,নোবস্তকওcoquettishমবেলো–

এরদেছো়েোআবমআেকোউরকইর্বুএকটোভয়পোইনোতোইআমোেনোমঅভ ক।ববরয়থোেয়নোইএর্রনো।তোইআবমকুমোে(অবর্য

আবমবদল পকুমোে,েোরজন্দ্রকুমোে,েোজকুমোে,অরর্োককুমোে,ঘেমন্তকুমোে,বকরর্োেকুমোেআরউত্তমকুমোরেেববেোটব়েফ্যো

নওবরট)।আেআমোেবংর্রকৌল নযঅবতউচ্চরকোটিে,এরেবোরের্োটঁিসনোতনবোয়সবংর্ য়দোঁব়েকুল নঅথষোৎদো়ঁেকোক।পেম

পূজযপোদশ্রীকোরেশ্বেকু কুর আমোেদেূসম্পরকষ েমোসতুরতোদোদোেন।সুতেোংরবোঝোইেোরেরেরকমনঐবতেযর্োল বংরর্আমোে

জন্ম।তোইআমোেপদব র ৌধুে ।েবদওআমোেগোরয়েেংর্ুবএকটোকোরলোনয়তবওুআবমএকজনগববষতকোককোেণআমোেকোরছ

ধবধরবকোরলোওেোকু কুর সোদোওতোই। 

 

তবুওবকছুবকছুবননু্দরকেোবোজোরেআমোেনোরমবনরন্দকরেরব়েোয়,বরলরেআমোেমোথোয়নোবকবুবিরনই।আবমের্নতোরদেজি

জ্ঞেসকমরযেমকযসরবভবত্তরততোেোআমোেনোরমএেমঅপপ্র োেকরেরব়েোয়তর্নতোেোবরল,“ঘকনতুবমবকরসইকোকআেরর্
য়োলএেগল্পটোরর্োনবননোবকরের্োরনএকটোকোরকেমুরর্মোংরসেটুকরেোরদরর্একরর্য়োরলেভোে রলোভেলআেরসইটুকরেোটোপোবো
েজনযরর্য়োলকোকটোেগোরনের্ুবতোবেফ্কেলআেরবোকোকোকওরেমবনওেকথোয়ভুরলবনরজেওইরেঁর়েগলোয়গোনধেরতরগল
অমবনতোেমুর্রথরকটপোসকরেমোংরসেটুকরেোটোবনর পর়েরগলআেরেইনোরসটোবনর পর়েরগলতকু্ষবনরর্য়োলবোবোবজরসটোবনরয়

ছুরট্টপোবলরয়রগল।তোেরলএবোেবনরজইএকবোেবনরজেবুবিেরদৌ়েবুরঝরদরর্োনোরকন।”েবদওতোরদেএইসবকথোবোতষ োশুরনআমো

েগোবপবত্তজ্বরলেোয়তবওুতাযেরযকতোরদেভুলধবেরয়রদবোের্ুবএকটোর ষ্টোকবেনোকোেণজোবনপিশ্রমেরব।বকন্তুরতোমেোস
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বোইভোরলোরছরলরমরয়।তোইরতোমোরদেরকইসবকথোর্ুরলবলবছ।েযোএঁটোঠিকরেআমোেমুর্রথরকমোংরসেটুকরেোটোপর়েরগবছলআ
েপর়েেোবোেপেওইেতভোগোরর্য়োলওটোবনরয়পোবলরয়ওরগবছলবকন্তুআমোেমরু্রথরকমোংসটোপর়েেোবোেরেকোেণটোওেোবরল

ঘব়েোয়রসটোএরেবোরেডোেোবমরথয।আসরলবকেরয়বছলজোন?আমোয়অমনকরেগোরছবরসথোকরতরদরর্রর্য়োলটোএরসবজজ্ঞোসোক

েল,“হঃকোহয়ো?”অথষোৎ-
েযোঁগোবকেল(ঘর্য়োলটোববেোে বছলবকনো)।বকন্তুআবমরেইবলরতরগলোম,“আরেরনবেকুছরনবেহয়ো”অমবনমুর্রথরকমোংসটোপর়ে

ঘগলআেওইপোবজর্য়তোনটোওটোবনরয়রদছুট।বকন্তুরকোরনোএকউজবকুএেফ্োঁরকলুবকরয়লুবকরয়এসবরদরর্রফ্রলরছআেতোেপ

ঘেবগরয়বনরজেমোস ,বপবস,র্শুে,জযোঠোমর্োইসবোইরকএইকথোটোতোমোর্োকরেরর্োনোরতরলরগরছআেএইভোরবগুবষ্টশুিরলোরকে

মুরর্মুরর্ছ়েোরতছ়েোরতকোরলকোরলএএমনএকভয়োনকআকোেধোেণকরেরছ।বকন্তুতোইবরলএেোবরলবকনোআবমনোবকগোনরর্ো

নোরতবগরয়বছলোম!েস্ত মূরর্ষেদলসব।আরেবোবোরতোরদের রয়রতোআবমবনরজভোরলোকরেজোবনরের্ুবএকটোভোরলোআবমরকোনবদন

ইগোইনাা।আেের্নএটোআবমজোবনতর্নরজরনশুরনওরবকোেরবকোেওইভুলআবমকেরতেোবরকন?আবমবকপোতোফ্োতোর্োই

নোবক?আেেবদতরকষ ের্োবতরেধরেওবনইরেআবমগোনকেরতইরগবছলোমতোইবরলরসটোবনরয়অমন'ঘেঁর়েগলো''ঘেঁর়েগলো'বরলব 

ৎকোেকরেরব়েোজ্ঞ ারমকদেকোেআরছ?ববলকোকবরলবকএকটুআধটুগোনকেবোের্র্ওআমোেথোকরতপোরেনোনোবক?আস

ঘলএইঅরপোগণ্ডগুরলোসবইএেকম।ের্নইরদর্রবরেরকউএকটুআলোদোবকছুকেবোের ষ্টোকেরছবকংবোরেবজবনসটোরতরসভোরলো

নয়রসটোরতরসভোরলোেবোের ষ্টোকেরছ,তকু্ষবনঠিকউর়েএরসজরু়েবরসবলরবরেআরেআরেকেছটোবক,এরতোরতোমোেকম্মনয়,
তোের রয়বেংেোওরগেরথেরমলোয়কলোরব ।এইভোরবইএইপোষিগুরলোপ্রবতভোেববকোর্ টরতরদয়নো।আেএভোরবইলক্ষলক্ষ
কোকেোবেরয়েোয়রকোবকরলেবভর়ে। 

 

ঘতোেোকরগএসবতত্বকথো ুরলোয়েোক।এবোরেরমোদ্দোকথোয়আবস।একবদন যোলোকোষ্ঠপুরেআবমআমোেএকভোইরপোেঅন্নপ্রোর্রন
বগরয়বছলোম।ঘতোআমোেভোইরপোআমোয়রদর্োমোত্রইবকবললজোরনন?কো:কো:।ওইরেবর়েোবর়েোসভোয়বর়েোবর়েোগলোয়সোমযবো
দসোমযবোদকরেসবোইর ঁ োয়আেএেমোরনবক,এর্োয়নোবকমোথোয়রদয়এইবনরয়দস্তুেমরতোতকষ করেএওেমোথোফ্োটোয়,তোওরগো
ভোলমোনুরষেবোছোেোববলআমোরদেবদরকইর রয়রদরর্োনোএকবোে।আমোরদেসমোরজমোবসওকোকো,বপবসওকোকো,বোবোওকোকো,
মোমোওকোকো,জযোঠোওকোকো,ঠোকুেদোওকোকো,র্োশুব়েওকোকো,পোরর্েবোব়েেবপসতুরতোভো়েোরটওকোকো,কোকোওকোকো,আবমও
কোকো,তুবমওকোকো,সবোইকোকো।অথষোৎবকনোপ্রকৃতসোমযবোদ।তোইবরলআমোরদেমরধযবকরকোরনোইরভদোরভদজ্ঞ ই?অবর্যইআ
ঘছ।মোনুরষেমরতোআমোরদেওরবর্করয়কটোভোগআরছ।ঘেমন–

দোঁ়েকোক,পোবতকোক,েোমকোক,ঘেঁর়েকোক,তীযথ েরকাকপ্রভৃমত।বকন্তুরগোত্রআলোদোেওয়োসরেওআমেোসবোইকোক।আমেো
সবোইআমোরদেএকতোেমেোনকোকোদর্ষরমরন বল।তোইরতোববল-

গোবেসোরমযেগোন,মোনুরষে…ওসবে…কোরকরদের রয়বর়েোবকছুনোইনোবেবকছুমে য়োন।বকন্তুআমোরদেদরলেমরধযরথরকইরকউ
েবদআমোরদেএইআদর্ষবোনসমোজরকঅসম্মোনকরেতেরলতোরকআমেোরছর়েকথোববলনো।তোরককরঠোেরথরককরঠোেতের্োবস্ত
বদরয়আমেোদষৃ্টোন্তস্থোপনকরেথোবক।এইরতোরসবোেরফ্য়োেঅযোিলোভবলরমরর্ফ্সষোেরয়েোওয়োএকটোকোকআমোরদেসোমরনএরস
তোেগোরয়েেংবনরয়রু্বব়েোইকেরতলোগল।এরকরতোফ্সষোেরতবগরয়রসআমোরদেকূলরককলবিতকরেরছতোেওপরেআবোেআ
মোরদেইএকজনেরয়আমোরদেইমোথোয়কোঠোলরভরের্োরে।তোইআমেোসবোইবমরলঝোমো রষওবযোটোেরঠোঁটরভোঁতোকরেবদলোম
আেআমোরদেসমোজরথরক ো়েধোেোবদরয়রবেকরেবদলোম।ঘসইরথরকরসবনরজেকোকরত্বেব হ্নমুরছরফ্লবোেজনযবনরজেনোমটো
পেষন্তপোরেরফ্লল–কোকোতুয়ো।আেমোনুরষে রে রের্োঁ োয়র্োঁ োয়রথরকআমোরদেনোরমকোনভোেোবনকেরতলোগল। 

ঘসোনোউকোমটুদোরনক্সটপরয়ন্ট।বলুনরতোআবমরববর্েভোগসময়আকোরর্উর়েরব়েোইরকন?বকআেকেব?অেিোরেমোটিরতপো
পর়েনোরে।তাএকমে খুবঅহঙ্কারকযরআমিআিারসবযেয়েবড়শতরুকাকতাডু়়োযকমিয়েখুবঅপিা কর
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লাি।তারপরমকহলিায  ?ওবযািাওআিা়েএি ভ়েযেমখয়েমেলযেঝিাপিআমিওখা যথযকপামলয়েে

জ্ঞলএলাি।এখ প্রশ্নহযেএইঅহঙ্কারিাএলযকাথাযথযক?জ্ঞহা়েযারফ্রিমেসঅহঙ্কারকািস?তাহযলএকিাি

ল্পবমল।একমে আমিআকাযশউড়মিলাি।তউড়যতউড়যতযেখযতযপলািযেএকিাবামড়রিাযেঅয কআ

িসত্ত্বশুকাযতযেও়োরয়েযি।জ্ঞেযখভারীযলাভহল।মকন্তুযেইআমিযিা োঁযিযরএকিুকযরাআিসত্ত্বতুযলম যত

োবঅিম যকাযেযকএকিা ােুস ুেুসযখাকাএযসআিা়েযেযখমবিযকলিলা়েবযলউঠযলা– 

“িাযেরওপযরকাক 

জ্ঞেযখআমিঅবাক।“ 

মকন্তুআিারযতািয হ়েআিা়েযেযখওইযখাকােত াঅবাকহয়েমিলতারযেয়েযেরযবশীঅবাকআমিহয়ে

মিলািযখাকারিুযখওইকমবতািাশুয ।ওইকমবতারিযযযমকযে একিািােুমিল।জ্ঞসইযথযকযকি উোসহ

জ্ঞ়েযিলাি। ও়োখাও়োভুযলসারামে যযরযকবলওইকমবতারকথাইমেন্তাকরযতলািলাি,ওরযভতরকারিা

জ্ঞ মকযসিাযবাঝবারযেষ্টাকরযতলািলাি।মকন্তুঅয কিাথাঘামিয়েওযকায াকূলমক ারাযপলাি া।জ্ঞশযে

আরথাকযত াযপযরএকমে একযিাকরাযকযেযককমবতািাশুম য়েজিোসাকরলাি,“অযাইযিাকরাবল

জ্ঞতাএইকমবতািারিায মক?”জ্ঞিাকরাখাম কক্ষণেযাবেযাবকযরআিারপায যেয়েতারপরহঠাৎপরিউৎ

সাযহরসাযথবযলউঠল–

“োকাকইসঅযাকেু়োমলোযভমরমরযেকশ অফমেসিো েযসাসাইটি।আিাযেরএইিো েযসাসাইটিযতযে

ি যকায ামকিুরইযকায াটঠকয ই,কখ আযিকখ য ইমকেুটিযবাঝবারযকায াউপা়েয ইটঠকযতি 

ইযসইকাককখ আযিআরকখ উযড়োযবতারওযকায াটঠকয ই।সবাইতাযকযেযখআরঅবাকহয়েভাযব

এআবারযকাযেযকএলআবারকখ ফুডু়ৎকযরউযড়োযব,তখ আরতাযকযকাথা়েপাও়োোযব?”জ্ঞিাকরার

এইবযাখযাশুয আমিএতখুমশহয়েযিলািযেআরমকবলব।জ্ঞঘারকমলেযুিরএইেুম ়োযতআিারওযেএত্তবড়

একখাম গুুত্বআযিএিাযভযবঅহঙ্কাযরআিারিামত,খাড়াই,িলাসবমকিুফুযলিুযল২৬ইজিহয়েমিয়েযে

হারাখা ােমেওমিয়েযঠকলটঠকশুওযররিযতামকন্তুএিামশওরযেযকায াবযড়াযকউযকিারযেয়েখুবএকিা

কিমকিুহয়েযিলাি া।মকন্তুওইযেসবারকপাযলযেসবসি়েসুখস়ে া।এিাযেআসযলঅহঙ্কার ়েঅহঙ্কা

জ্ঞররিা়োিাত্রযসিাবুযঝউঠযতখুবযবশীমে সি়েলািল া।তাহযলখুযলবলাোকবযাপারিা।আিারিা়োবীহ

জ্ঞ়েওঠবারমপিয োরঅবো সমতযইঅ স্বীকাে েযসইিা়োপ্রকাশ ীরকণ েযার,আিারগুুযেব,পরিপ্রণিয

িহািা়োবীশ্রীশ্রীকলযাণস্বািীিা়োিমহিএকমে একসামহতযসভা়েমিয়েযেখযল যেএকঅকালপক্ককমবখু

বিম্ভীরভাযবস্বরমেতএকখাম কমবতাপাঠকরযি– 

“িাযেরওপযরঅযাযে া, 

অযাযে া়েকাকবযসযি। 

ওিাএযতাকাক ়েকাযকরকঙ্কাল! 

িালতীতুমিবাোিখাযব?” 

এসবমকিাইপাশমলযখযি,একমবতারিাথািু রেুইবামকযসসবযতামকিুযবাঝাযিল ামকন্তুিহাপজিতযেরেল

জ্ঞতািহাউৎসাযহবাহ্বাহরকরযতকরযততাযেরিাথাএি ভাযবঝা োঁকাযতথাকযল যে কত্তমকিস্তহামতযঘাড়া

ওইকমবতারিযযযযথযকতারাউদ্ধারকযরযফলযল ।মকসব ে াশ!কাকযকঅযাযে া়েবমসয়েশকযিযরতাযক

কঙ্কালবাম য়েযেবারেক্রান্তেলযিআরএইঅপিিআোঁযতলগুযলাতারযকায াপ্রমতবাে াকযরউযেযসিা

জ্ঞেখযতযেখযতবাোিখাবারিতলবকরযি।কাকম য়েএযহ ফালতুকেকোম গুুযেবএকেিসহযকরযত

পারযল  া।মতম পত্রপাঠওইসভাযথযকযবমরয়েএযল এবংএযসআিা়েসবকথাখুযলবলযল ।এরাইএকমে
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 কাকযকিাথা়েতুযলয যিমিলআরযসইএরাইএখ তাযকযপাসকযরযফযলযেবারিতলবকেযি।এইসব

জ্ঞেযখএযেরউপরযথযকআিারসিস্তমবশ্বাসএযক্কবাযরউযবযিল।তারপরযকাথা়েযিলযসইঅহঙ্কারআর

জ্ঞকাথা়েইবাযসই২৬ইজিিামত।এতমেয হাযড়হাযড়বুযঝযিলািযেসবইিা়ো।জ্ঞকাথাওআযলাযকাথাওিা়ো। 

 

জ্ঞতাোইযহাক,এবাযরঅ যকথা়েআমস।আিারএকিািাইবাবুম উিাউয একিা3BHKঘুলঘুমলমকয যি 

আরতারিৃহপ্রযবশউপলযক্ষযআিা়েয িন্তন্নকযরযি ।জ্ঞতাম মেেষ্টমেয িহা যেআমিউড়যতউড়যতিা

িাইবাবরুবামড়রমেযকোজেএি সি়েযেমখএকযোকায অয কগুযলাযলাকিিলাপামকয়েমকম য়েযে 

জ্ঞেোঁ োযিমেকরযি।জ্ঞতাআমিওবযাপারখা ামকতযেখবারি যযসখায যিলাি।মিয়েযেমখযোকায রটিমভযত

ব্রাজিল–

আযিেমে ারযখলােলযিআরযসিাম য়েইএকেলযলাকব্রাজিলআরএকেলআযিেমে া়েভািহয়েম যি

জ্ঞেরিযযযতকোতমকেকরযি।জ্ঞতাযখলাযেখযতযেখযতটিমভযতহঠাৎআিারএকোমতভাইযকযেখযতযপয়ে

আ যেমেৎকারকযরউঠলাি–

“ওইযেখআিারেরূসম্পযকেরভাইকতসুেরযখলযিযেখ।“সবাইআিারমেযকতামকয়েযকি কিিিকযর

জ্ঞেয়েবলল,“েরূহআপে।ওআবারযতারভাইহযতোযবযক ?ওযতাব্রাজিযলরফুিবলারকাকা।“তখ আমিব

ললাি,“মকআশ্চে েআমিওযতাযসিাইবলমিওযতাকাকা,আিারোমতভাই।“তাইশুয একি আিা়েবলল,

“মকন্তুতুমিযতাকাকআরওকাকা।ওআবারযতািারভাইহলযকি কযর?”আমিবললাি,“ো:বাবা,এযতআবা

র াহবারিতমকআযি?ইংযরজিযতরািেমেRamaহ়ে,রাবণেমেRavanaহ়ে,েুমযটিরেমেYudhishthiraহ়ে,েু

জ্ঞে োয েমেDuryodhanaহ়েতাহযলকাকযক Kakaহযব া?আরওযতাএিম যতইমবযেশী।তাইওর ািইহল

কাকা।তযবশুযুওইযক ,ওিাড়াওআিারআযরােইুআত্মী়েআযিোযেরিযযযএকি জক্রযকিযখলতআর

একি হমলউযেঅমভ ়েকযর–

িাটিে যক্রাআররাযসলযক্রা।এখায যতাস্পষ্টইযবাঝাোযেযেমবযেশীহযলওএরা'জ্ঞক্রা'অথ োৎআিারইোমত

ভাই।“আিারএইঅকািযেুজিশুয ওরাকতিাখুমশহলতাআমিবলযতপারব াকারণতকু্ষম ওরাঝুলঝাডু়ম 

জ্ঞ়েতাড়াকযরহুশহুশকযরআিা়েতামড়য়েমেল।মকআপে!এইিূখ েগুযলাযকেুযিাকাযিরকথাবলািায ওভ

জ্ঞেমঘোলা।যসুস… 

 

তাএতক্ষ যযরযেসবমবে়েম য়েএতিম্ভীরভাযবআযলাে াকরলািযসগুযলাহ়েতআপ াযেরকাযিয হাৎ

কাযকরকাকাহযতপাযরমকন্তুআিারিতএকি শান্তমশষ্টম রীহকাযকরকাযিতাকাযকরকাকা-

ইবযি।এখ কথাহযেএইযে াযতাআিারিাথা়েিাকআযি, াযতাআমিইংযরজিযতবযড়াবযড়া ািকমলমখ,

আর াযতাযকায াবনু্ধযকযেযখএযকবাযরআহ্লাযেআিখা াহয়েমিয়েতাযকম য়েএতএতকমবতামলখযতব

জ্ঞসোই।মকন্তুতাওেমেযকউআিা়ে'ভূোঁ ইযফাড়কাক'বযলিালিেকযরআরবযলযেতাযেরিাযথযকখযসপড়া

পালকমেয়েআমিম যিযকেস্তুরিযতাসািাইতাহযলমকন্তুআমিভীেণযরযিোবআরযকায াএকিাযিরো

জ্ঞলবাইযলকটিকতাযররওপরবযসযসখা মেয়েতারোবারঅযপক্ষাকরবআরযেইযসআিারটঠকম েমেয়েো

জ্ঞবতখ তারসাযথযেকান্ডিাঘিযবযসিামকন্তুযিাযিওকাকতালী়েহযব া। 

 

অভ ককুমোের ৌধুে (৫ ঘসম,ইংরেবজববভোগ) 

 

ইরি, চুপকথারা 
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খরাজকারমেনইআজতকওতিশহুত়িাহুদ়িকতরইতিদরতেদেিাদ়িতথতকরািােযাওোরেতথদরস্টওোেটারদিতকো
দকতেতিেলামতিশতিদরহতেতেতেআজতক,দনশ্চইসু্কলেুটিহতেতেতেএেক্ষনএ! 

এইসিসােোঁেভািতেভািতেইতেৌঁতেতেলামিুিানএরসু্কলএরতেতটরকাতে,খেৌঁেতেনাতেৌেঁতেইতিেলাম"ঠাদম্ম"ি
খলইজদ়িতেধরতলািুিান...ওহনমস্কারআদমমেৃাদলনীমুতোোধযােআরিুিানহতলাআমার৪িেরএরনাদেতসৌিেবমু
খোোধযাে। 
_ দকতোঠাম্মীএতোতিদরকরতলতকতনা? আমারসিিনু্ধরােতলতেতেজাতনা! 
_ আইঅযামতসাসদরিুিান,আসতলতোমারেেতন্দরইদলশভােঁাকরতেদেতেইএকটুতিদরহতেতেতলা! 
_ ইদলশভাঁো..!! উফফমাইতফভাদরট..! ো়িাোদ়িিাদ়িেতলাঠাম্মীআমারশুতনইদেতিতেতেতেতলাতো! 
_ আতরহযাঁযাদচ্ছ....... উফফটাদনসনািুিানেতরযাতিাতো। 
খককারকথাতশাতনইদলশভাঁো'রনামশুতনইযেো়িাোদ়িসম্ভিটানতেটানতেইিুিানদনতেএতলাআমােিাদ়ি। 

িাদ়িতেঢুকতেদেতেইহঠাৎএকটাটানেরতলাসারীরআঞ্চতলিিুানেেক্ষেএআমারহােটাতেত়িিাদ়িঢুতকতেতে... 

খেেনদফতরোকাতেতিেলামআঞ্চলটাআমাতিরতসইেুরতনাতলটারিক্সএআটতকতে,আঞ্চলটাো়িাতেদেতেইেতরতে
খলাএকটাদেঠি...এিংঅতনকেরুতনাস্মৃদে! 

মাটিতথতকদেঠিটােুতলদনতেতিৌত়িদনতজরঘতরঢুতকিরজাটািন্ধকতরদিলাম.. 

োদনকক্ষেঅশ্রুজলিাহাতনারেরদেঠিটােুতলে়িলাম... 

 
 

১৮নতভম্বর,১৯৮২ 
"দেেমেৃাল, 

আদমসদেযইজাদননাআমাতিরসম্পকব টাঠিকদকেযবােিাদ়িতেআতে,খোমারস্বামীরতথতকলদুকতেতোমারআমারএই
দেঠিতেকতথােকথনটাঠিকআরকেদিনেলতিিলতেেতরা? 

খিতোমৃোলএেনআদমএকটাোকদরকদরমাইতনটাওেুিোরােনে,খোমারস্বামীরমেনএলাহীজীিননাদিতেোর
খলওভাতলািাসারঅভািহতিনাতকাতনাদিনতোমারকথাদিদচ্ছ। 
েুদমআতেরদেঠিতেিতলতোতযেুদমেুিশীগ্রইদিতলতেেতলযাতিস্বামীরসাতথআশাকদরএইদেঠিটাতেতেআরেুদমযাতি
না... 
 

আদমতোমারজনযিােিাজারঘাটএদিতকল৫টােঅতেক্ষাকরতিামৃোলআদমজাদনেুদমঠিকআসতিই! 
 
 

ইদে, 

খোমারস্বেব!" 
....….....দেঠিটাতশষকরতেই াকশুনলামিুিাতনর 

_ ঠাম্মীিরজাতোতলােিুদেতিতেতেতেদেজোইতেিাও! 

_ আসদেিুিান। 
িতলইতোতেরজলমুতেিরজাটােুললাম.... 

দিিানতকোওোতনাতশষকতরআিারঘতরদফরলামদেঠিটাোতেরওেরতথতকসদরতেআলমাদরতেরােলাম। 

কাতজরমতধযদেঠিরকথাটাআরোেমতনইেত়িদনআমার...েতররদিনসকাতলতিৌমাতিতরাতনারসমেিতলতিতরাতলাতয
আজতকিুিানএরসু্কতলতেৌদ ব োনদমটিংআদমতযতনাঠিকসমেতেৌঁতেযাই...যথারীদেদনদিবিসমতেরমতধযইতেৌেঁলাম
আদমতিেলামিুিানএকটাতমতেরহােধতরএতসআমারসামতনিা়িাতলা! 
_ দকতরিিুান,এইদমদিতমতেটাতকতর? 

_ ওআমারতিস্টতেন্ডঠাম্মী, মৃেু।তোমােিতলদেলামনাওরকথা! 
_ওহহযাঁহযাঁ,োিলদেতোমারনামদকমা? আরতোমারেদ ব োনআতসদন? 
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_ আমারনামমৃোদলনীতসনগুপ্তঠাম্মী, হযাঁআমারিািাইএতসতেঐতযাঐোতন... 

খমতেটিরআিলুিরািরোদকতেতিদেিাদ়িতেআতেআমারতেদমকিৃধোতসৌন্দযবটাকমাতেঅক্ষমএেতনাতসইএকতে
হারা,খসইিইুমাোিীতোতেরতসইএদকোহুদনদেোলকরলামএদেতেআসতোআমারদিতকইক্রমশ...ভেোদচ্ছলামদক
িলতিাএতোগুতলািেতররতোমাররাতের,অদভমাতনরসম্মুেীনআদমদককতরহতিা? 

এইসিভািতেভািতেইেুদমঅেযন্তকাতেএতসদনতজরমৃিকুণ্ঠস্বতরেশ্নকরতল... 

_ ভাতলাআতোমৃোল? 

_ হযাঁ? 

_ ভাতলাআতো? 

_ হযাঁমতনইতে, আদে। 
_ অতনকিেরের...খিশিুদ়িহতেতো,েুতলওোকধতরতেতিেদে! 

_ েুদমএদকরকমরতেতোদকন্তু! 

_ দকরকম? 

_ আতেরমেন! 

_ হাহাহাশাতল,িুত়িাতহাতেদেতো! নােদনতেমকরতেএেন! ওইতিতো... 
_ ওটাআমারনাদে..। 
_ ওমাতিশতো,আমরাযানাতশষকরতেোরলামওরাইকরুকেতি.. 

_ রাে ? 

_ নাআেনজতনরওেররােহেনামৃোল,অদভমানহে... োতরােুদমিুেতিনা। 
_ খকতনািুেতিানা? 

_ িুেতলতসইদিনওরকমভাতিেতলতযতেনা। 
_আমারওদকেুিিোথাকতেোতরতসইটাহেতোতকানদিনতোমােতিাোতেোরতিানা! 
 .....ইেিেহলাম,আরতসইইেিোকরতলািুিানএরেলার াকএ... 

 

_ ঠাম্মী,ঠাম্মীতিতোমনৃুউত্তরোটাজাতননাএকটুেুদমিতলাতিদে... 

_ খকানউত্তরটািুিান? 

_ "আমাতিরতেতেতযদিনএতকিাতরইদকতেতে? 

দকেুইদকতনইিাদক?" 

_ "রাতেরসিোরাইআতে, 

দিতনরআতলারেভীতর" 

দকেুেতশ্নরতকাতনাউত্তরহেনা,হেনাতকাতনাএক্সোতনশনদকেুেতশ্নরউত্তরআতজালুদকতেথাতকএইকদিোগুতলারমা
খেই! 

 
ঘদবল নো গোঙ্গবুল (৩ ঘসম, ইংরেবজববভোগ) 

 

হাক্তরম্ম়ে যাও়ো অনুভূক্ততম্মের টুকম্মরা কথা।  

 

েদরদস্থদেসইতেসইতেেশমারোওোরতিত়িযাে, োলতসেত়ি, 

আমরাতকানদকেুেুঁজতেথাদকআেনমতন।রািােশুতেথাকাআিতুরদি়িালটাতকানএকোদ়িরধাক্কােহাদরতেতেতেঅ
জাতন্তই।োতশরিাদ়িরিড্ড ানদেতটতসইলাফিদ়িতেলাতমতেটা, 
যত্নকতরতযতোলােোরােুঁতেদেলতসইোতেরফুলওেতরতেতেকতিই।  
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 াকিাতক্সজতমথাকাদেঠিগুতলাকতিতযিপ্তরহীনহতেতেোহেতোআমাতিরসিবক্ষতেরসিীএইোরতকানাযন্ত্রটাইজাতন
।দেওনকাকুএেনদনদশতন্তোতেরেলােিতসেল্পকরতেোদেতিরসাতথ।তভজারুমাতলরঅনভূুদেগুতলা, 
েথমতিোকরারমুহূেব রা, োতমরউেরযত্নকতরদলতেতফলািটুিনাতমরঅনুভদেসিদনতোঁজ।  

এইসিহাদরতেযাওোদনতোঁজহওোঅনুভূদেতিরেিরতকউরাতেনা।েদেদিতনরহার-

দজতেরল়িাইসহযকরতেকরতেক্লান্তহতেযাওোদেওনকাকুওিতসথাতকআরওএকটাদেঠিতেৌতঁেতিতিিতল।আসতলআ
মরাঘুতমরমতধযস্বতেতিঁতেউঠি, আরতজতেউঠতলইএকো, একোকতরএদেতেযাইধ্বংতসরদিতক।  
 

অবেন্দম মোন্নো  (প্রোক্তনছোত্র,ইংরেবজববভোগ) 
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Rajdeep Mondal (Faculty, Dept. of English) 
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Dilshat Parveen (5th Sem, English Honours) 
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Anirban Pal,(5th Sem, English Honours) 

 

 

 

Binayak Seal (5th Sem, English Honours) 
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Tisuk Majumder, (5th Sem, English Honours) 

 

Subhankar Mondal (3rd Sem, English Honours) 
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Udita Sarkar (5th Sem, English Honours) 

 

Bonosree Bhattacharya, (5th Sem, English Honours) 
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Sandipan Hazra, (3rd Sem, English Honours) 

 

 

Kaustav Ghosh,(3rd Sem, English Honours) 
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ShinjiniPakre 

 

Avik Kumar Chowdhury, (5th Sem, English Honours) 
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Titas Sengupta, (3rd Sem, English Honours) 
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Dishani Paul, (5th Sem, English Honours) 
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Sanchari Das,(3rd Sem, English Honours) 

 

Sweta Guha, (3rd Sem, English Honours) 
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Subhajit Paul, (3rd Sem, English Honours) 

 

Dilshat Parveen, (5th Sem, English Honours) 
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Avilash Karak (ex-student, Dept. of English) 
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কতরা – না - ভে 

েৃদথিী কােঁতে থর থর 

এতলা দক খয এক মহামারী 
ঘটাতে দিিাি, ে়িাতচ্ছ দিষাি 

সিার সাতথ সিার আদ়ি। 
 

দনেতমর খি়িা জাতল 

কতর োে হাস ফাঁস 

কতি োতিা মদুে 

েুত়ি খফলি মাস্ক। 

 
আিার কতি ফুেকা 
আইসদক্রম, ঘুেদন 

রাজ ুিার ো এর খিাকান 

োলব খেন্ড এর িকুদন। 
 

কতি আিার খোল হতে 

ক্লাস রুম এ আড্ডা 
েরীক্ষার ফতল 

যথারীদে োড্ডাI 
 
েতি আদম িদল খশাতনা 
কতরা না খোমরা ভে 

এ এক আজি সমে 

কে দকেু করা যাে। 

 
খয হতে োে কদি 

অথিা আঁকতে োে েদি 

দকংিা িাজনার সুর 

যা এে কাল দেল খিসুর। 

সি দকেু দশতে খফতলা 
েলতি মতন েুদশর আতলা। 

 
মতন খরতো - don't lose your cool 

After all, it always boils down to 
If the glass is half empty or half full. 
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